
Article 10  
At least 25 km must have been ridden within the last two hours of the event. At the end of 
the 22nd hour of the ride, the exact time, elapsed distance and the location of the team 
must be noted on each route card. and The location shall be verified by the signature 
and/or stamp of a local merchant, official, etc. A business receipt imprinted with the time, 
date and location would will also be accepted. This could be an automated receipt such as 
from an ATM machine, so long as time, date, and location are shown. Lack of the 22nd 
hour checkpoint verification will result in disqualification. A verification by postcard is 
acceptable, but only for times between 10:00 PM and 8:00 AMwhen no local businesses 
are open. (In the case of a postcard verification, all members of the team (or those still 
riding together) must sign the postcard.) All team members' route cards (or those still 
riding together) must indicate the time and location of this verification. Failure to follow 
this requirement will result in disqualification. In the event that the 22 hour point is 
reached between towns or where no verification is available, the time, distance, and 
location of the team shall be noted by the team members on their route card and 
verification must be obtained at the next available location along the route. 
 
Article 11  
Teams must have their location and time verified at the event destination point, or nearest 
town or village at the end of their 24 hours. Verification must be via a stamp and/or a 
signature obtained at a place of business, a police station, or at a train/bus station. A 
business receipt imprinted with the date, time and location would will also be accepted. 
This could be an automated receipt such as from an ATM machine, so long as time, date, 
and location are shown. The exact time and location must be noted on the route cards, as 
well as, the mileage completed. A lost route card or postcards (unless duly mailed) used 
for verification which have missing signatures will result in the automatic disqualification 
of the team member(s). In the event that the 24 hour point is reached between towns or 
where no verification is available, the time, distance, and location of the team shall be 
noted by the team members on their route card and verification must be obtained at the 
nearest available location. 
 


